




 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Paddling  
I started kayaking at Uni, as my brother had some cool kayaking stories and I wanted to give 
it a go, I soon became hooked! I spent the next half year swimming down most of Scotland's 
classic beginner rivers. I hit up the Uni Alps trip in my first year and then headed off to 
Uganda. Uganda was definitely a turning point for me, as rolling up in the eddy lines around 
the Nile Special really got my roll up to scratch. Since then I have spent my term times in 
Scotland heading up the Highlands most weekends, with summer trips to Norway (2011) and 
the French and Italian Alps (2012). I have been on the EUCC committee for 2 years first as 
Publicity then as Vice President. Whilst Vice I organised weekend trips for many people -I 
think the largest was 40, so this has given me experience with planning the logistics of 
transport, accommodation, food, and the managing of oh so many people on and off the river.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Interests 
I am highly interested in rocks and minerals, haha but I promise I am not your token geology 
nutter. I am in the University Air Squadron learning to fly planes, with the UAS I have had 
the opportunity to go on Canoeing expeditions, as well as on winter mountaineering courses 
and Ice climbing in the highlands, sailing... I love climbing, mountain biking and surfing, 
pretty much all the outdoorsy things and obviously top of the list is KAYAKING. 
 
Why I want to go 
I want to go mainly because of my love of kayaking and exploring –I quite like roughing it. It 
is also the chance to meet new people which is exciting and to be part of the team spirit 
which develops as you get to know each other and go out into the unknown together. I have 
also yet to paddle anything Welsh other than the Tryweryn so I am super keen for the 
weekend. I have never done a Kayaking Expedition but the thought of multiday paddling is 
very exciting, being totally self-sufficient. I love the feeling of being remote and in the 
wilderness. I also like to push myself and this is a perfect opportunity to do just that, stepping 
up to the many new horizons.  
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Armot, Orchy, The Dochart (on 
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Nile Special, Uganda The Hump, Uganda Spanemfossen, Norway 



Why you want me to go... 
-I have rather high levels of enthusiasm, and am a generally happy and helpful person. 
-I speak Spanish and hopefully some Portuguese (I am currently learning). 
-Travelling skills after spending time both solo and group travelling in Spain, South & 
Central America, Other parts of Europe, Uganda, Norway and Canada. I completely 
understand the dangers of border crossings in the middle of the night...  
-I always keep a diary on my trips so if selected could be chief diary writer for the expedition. 
-I would be a very active and helpful team member. 
-I am well practiced in writing articles and press releases (I am gathering experience with the 
Press in a competition run by npower promoting sustainability where the winners get to go to 
the North Pole!). 
-I am also pretty good at bartering... and make a pretty mean lemon drizzle cake.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Media Summary 
Just a bit of blogging here and there. 
Lots of the photos in the articles are mine. 
 
Big Blue Tree articles 
Alps 2012  http://stories.thebigbluetree.com/2012/10/debs-and-sandy-go-to-alps.html  
Uganda:http://stories.thebigbluetree.com/2010/10/white-nile-uganda-2010.html 
Norway http://stories.thebigbluetree.com/2011/09/debs-norwegian-top-three.html 
 
Magnetic Junction Responsible Travel website  
http://www.magneticjunction.com/jinja-the-heart-of-african-adventure/ 

Desperate Measures Blog posts. 
http://www.desperate-measures.co.uk/paddling-news/?p=1897 Intro for their 
website 
http://www.desperate-measures.co.uk/paddling-news/?p=1961 Uganda 
http://www.desperate-measures.co.uk/paddling-news/?p=2741 Habitat 74 review 
http://www.desperate-measures.co.uk/paddling-news/?p=2747 Typhoon Dry suit 
review. 
 
North pole Competition   
http://www.facebook.com/#!/Greneco?fref=ts  
http://www.greneco.org/  
 

Triple Step, Middle 

Bujugali Falls, Uganda 

SLIP AND SLIDE!



Jamie Conn
DOB: 29.07.93
2nd year Natural Sciences
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Experience

I first got in a boat on the mighty exe canal in a dancer and to 
be honest I wasn’t a fan. Luckily I stuck with it and it got much
better... 
That was 9 years ago, and now I am well and truly hooked. You can generally find me sitting in the car-park 
at Newbridge waiting for the the Dart (and the sun) to rise, or getting on a little Northern ditch when it’s just a 
little bit too high in a Lil‘ Joe. 
I got the travel bug when I was 16 with my school canoe club on the Zanskar river in India. Since then I’ve 
spent every last penny getting myself to the some of the best rivers in the world, even if it meant living in the 
back of a van, eating tinned spaghetti for months at a time. 
A lot of this time I’ve spent on the river has been with Tom “Suicide Bunny” Rainey, and those who've met 
him will know that this is like one long and slightly scary WWSR course. 

Why Apply?

Epic paddling, unexplored destinations, good team...Why 
not?

What Can I Offer?

I didn’t just jump in and start paddling grade 5, I spent years 
training and gaining experience and as such I have good 
judgement on and off the river. I know when to step up and 
when to call it a day. Over the years there have been a lot of 
bad situations and massive epics, I can keep a cool head 
and make good decisions when everything goes to shit! I’ve 
also spent a lot of time travelling with a kayak in difficult 
places so I know what’s required to get an expedition off the 
ground.

Media
A few years ago I bought myself a Gopro and I’ve been 
putting the best stuff up on Vimeo.
https://vimeo.com/jamieconn/videos
Also this summer Tom and I (slightly optimistically) put an 
entry into the Kayak Session Short Film Competition.
https://vimeo.com/45301899

Photos Top Down...
Double drop, Teigdal...Vic Falls, Zambezi... Cauldron Snout, Tees







 

 

 

 


